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Abstract

How much would you trust a parrot as an eyewitness? The question is not hypothetical: lawyers have tried to use “testimony” from animals. We asked two questions: First, had a court allowed a parrot’s utterance to be entered as evidence how credible would people believe the parrot is? And second, when parrots give evidence that is ambiguous, what does that evidence do to people’s judgements of guilt? To answer these questions we ran three experiments. Subjects were presented with a vignette describing a husband returning home to find his wife murdered and were informed that either a parrot or a three-year-old child was repeating an ambiguous utterance following the murder. We found that people rate a parrot as less credible than a three-year-old child but do not dismiss the parrot entirely. We also found that people can be persuaded by a parrot’s ambiguous utterance when making a judgement of guilt. These results suggest that people will consider ambiguous utterances made by less than credible sources when making judgements of guilt.

1 Although the research in this thesis is my own, I conducted it in a lab and was supported by a team comprised of a postdoctoral research fellow, PhD students and honours students. I also received advice and direction from my supervisors. Therefore, I often use the word “we” in this thesis to reflect that fact. As you will also see, I use the word “we” in a different context to refer to what is known (or not known) in the wider scientific community.
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A little birdie told me: People will consider ambiguous utterances from parrots when making judgements of guilt.

In 2015, a woman in Michigan, USA, stood accused of murdering her husband before attempting to take her own life. As the case unfolded, the police discovered an unusual witness. The husband’s pet parrot had been repeating the utterance “Don’t fucking shoot.” A prosecutor in the case discussed the possibility of using the parrot’s utterance as evidence in the trial (Siemaszko, 2016). The case in Michigan is not the only case in which a parrot has repeated an utterance that might have been related to a crime. In 1993, a murdered woman’s pet parrot, who had been left in the care of a local pet store, repeatedly uttered “Richard, no, no, no!” The suspect in the case was named Gary Rasp, not Richard. Mr Rasp’s defence lawyer attempted to introduce the information as evidence to support his argument that Mr Rasp did not murder the woman, but an objection from the prosecutor was sustained by the judge and the defence was unable to finish introducing the parrot’s utterance. Ultimately, Mr Rasp was convicted of murder (“Parrot may have the answer to a killing,” 1993). In 2014, a case in India was solved following a “lead” from a parrot. Local police had been unable to solve the murder of a wife and her pet dog—until the husband of the deceased woman noticed that their pet parrot would become fearful when their nephew visited. The husband became suspicious and repeated the names of potential suspects to the parrot. When the husband mentioned the nephew, the parrot would become agitated and squawk “Usne mara, usne mara (he killed, he killed).” Following this “lead,” the police arrested the nephew and ultimately obtained a confession (India Today Online, 2014).

These examples led us to ask two questions: First, had a court allowed a parrot’s utterance to be entered as evidence, how credible would people have believed the parrot was? And second, if parrots give evidence that is ambiguous—much like a parrot saying “Richard, no, no, no!” When the defendant’s name is Gary, what does that evidence do to people’s judgements of guilt vs. innocence? When we look to the psychological literature for answers to these questions, we see that there is reason to expect that people would recognise that parrots are less-than-credible witnesses and would not consider evidence from a parrot when deciding someone’s guilt. But there is also reason to expect that
people may rate a parrot as credible and would consider evidence from a parrot when deciding someone’s guilt. To address these issues, we conducted three experiments to examine how credible people believe parrots are and whether people incorporate evidence from a parrot when judging someone’s guilt.

Parrots and other non-credible witnesses present a number of problems in the courtroom. First, information obtained from a parrot or similar witness could be interpreted any number of different ways because the information is considered out of context, and we cannot obtain any new information. It is not possible, for example, to cross-examine a parrot. Therefore, if a parrot repeated the utterance “John don’t,” we cannot ascertain when the parrot overheard the phrase, whether it had heard the utterance in different situations, or who it heard speak the phrase. Second, the information is out of context and therefore ambiguous. Did the utterance “John don’t” refer to John not shooting his wife or John not tickling his wife? Given that we do not know what John should not do, jurors in a courtroom can only guess at the context and the meaning of the ambiguous utterance “John don’t.”

If people could dismiss ambiguous information, it might be less concerning. But ambiguous information can affect the outcome of a trial. For instance, we know people interpret ambiguous statements depending on their own personal experience and their current state of mind (Dearing & Gotlib, 2009; Lau et al., 2011). People will, therefore, interpret ambiguous statements to fit a story that makes sense based on their prior experience. For example, a common trope in crime shows is that the husband is usually the killer. The trope probably exists for good reason: over one-third of women murdered are killed by their husbands or boyfriends; men are also six times more likely to murder their intimate partner than women (Hanlon et al., 2016; Stöckl et al., 2013). It seems reasonable, then, to think that people often believe the husband is the killer. Because the utterance “[husband] did it” is consistent with this familiar theme, people may be inclined to interpret that utterance as relevant to the crime. Parrots further exacerbate this problem because we cannot ask for additional details to resolve the ambiguity. Ambiguous information also presents a problem in a court room setting. People can be encouraged to interpret ambiguous information in a particular way depending on individual factors such as the context in which people encounter that information and their past experiences.
(Duffy & Feist, 2014). Therefore, we might expect that because the ambiguous information is presented in a courtroom people would be encouraged to interpret that information as evidence and would not consider the fact that the statement is ambiguous.

Another problem is that people also fail to recognise that a statement is ambiguous, particularly after having drawn a conclusion about what that statement means (Wylie et al., 2019). For example, a juror may use evidence that was deemed ambiguous by the judge and, consequently, inadmissible. But because jurors are encouraged to interpret information presented in a courtroom as evidence, they will still use that information when deciding their verdicts (Duffy & Feist, 2014). If a parrot uttered something ambiguous, people might not even notice the ambiguity. As a result, they would still interpret that utterance to fit a familiar theme as described earlier.

But before we investigate whether people would be persuaded by a parrot’s ambiguous utterance, we first need to consider the extent to which people would even consider a parrot’s utterance when making a judgement of guilt.

**Reasons to believe people would not be persuaded by a parrot when making a judgement of guilt**

In an ideal world, people would never consider information they should not use when making judgements of guilt and, therefore, would not use information provided by a parrot. A typical pet parrot is not a credible source of information. Although we have some evidence that suggests that an African grey parrot could produce novel speech with enough training this ability would not be common for the average pet parrot. Alex the parrot was able to identify individual phonological units and recombine these units to produce novel speech (Pepperberg, 1999; 2007). This level of training is not typical for a pet, Alex spent 26 years receiving intensive interspecies communication training, even younger parrots undergoing the same training are unable to produce novel speech (Pepperberg, 2007). Therefore, it seems more plausible that a typical pet parrot would, at most, only be able to mimic overheard phrases. Furthermore, because we are unable to establish the context of these phrases, any information provided would be highly ambiguous. Intuitively, the idea that jurors would be persuaded by a pet parrot’s utterance may seem absurd. We might expect that, because a parrot is unlikely to be
considered a credible witness, people would dismiss any information provided by a parrot. After all, research suggests that the credibility of a witness is related to the persuasiveness of that witness (Brodsky et al., 2010; Goodman-Delahunty et al., 2010; Voogt & Klettke, 2017; Voogt et al., 2020). Furthermore, we know that people will dismiss witnesses if it becomes clear that they are more confident than they should be (Tenney et al., 2011; Tenney et al., 2008). For example, a witness claiming to be confident that he saw the suspect commit the crime over 100 meters away, at night, in poor lighting, would probably be seen as dubious.

**People can correctly dismiss misinformation.** In the misinformation literature, we see people can correctly dismiss false information from non-credible sources. People will actively discount misinformation from sources that are likely to be biased, such as a defence lawyer (Dodd & Bradshaw, 1980). Likewise, people will assess their own relative credibility compared to others before accepting or rejecting misinformation (French et al., 2011). Moreover, people can dismiss misinformation after being introduced to it once they are informed that the source may not be credible (Echterhoff et al., 2005). Therefore, if people recognise that a parrot is not a credible witness, they should be able to ignore the evidence presented by a parrot and will not be persuaded when making a judgement of guilt. Even children will consider credibility before using information from a source. Children will assess an adult's past reliability and accuracy before accepting new information from that adult, rather than merely accepting that information as accurate (Jaswal & Neely, 2006). Taken together, this body of work suggests that people are quite good at distinguishing unreliable information and subtracting it out of their evaluations. As far as parrot witnesses go, if people are able to recognise the parrot is less than credible and doubt its accuracy, then we would expect that they would not be persuaded by the parrot’s evidence.

**Reasons to believe people would be persuaded by a parrot when making judgements of guilt**

Despite all the reasons above, even if a parrot were considered non-credible, there are also a number of reasons to think the parrot’s utterances might influence people’s judgements of guilt vs. innocence. For example, we know that although people are able to dismiss evidence when they do not
believe the source is credible, they still mistakenly are persuaded by information or evidence they
should not be during decision-making. This concern is not hypothetical. Jurors are often exposed to
evidence which should not be used when forming judgements of guilt (Kassin & Sommers, 1997).
This evidence includes evidence considered inadmissible, pretrial publicity, and the “story,” rather
than the actual facts, of the case.

**People consider inadmissible evidence.** Inadmissible evidence is evidence which is not to be
considered when making judgements about a case. For example, inadmissible evidence can include
hearsay, evidence obtained incorrectly, and inappropriate witness testimony. Judges cannot control
every statement made in the courtroom to ensure that no inadmissible evidence is introduced.
Therefore, courts expect people to ignore any evidence that is deemed inadmissible after it is
presented (Daftary-Kapur et al., 2010). But even if jurors are explicitly told to ignore inadmissible
evidence, they often will still consider that information when making decisions. The ability to actively
track inadmissible evidence and then to intentionally exclude that information when forming a
judgement requires a considerable amount of cognitive effort (Daftary-Kapur et al., 2010). A meta-
analysis conducted by Steblay et al. (2006) reviewing 175 experiments found that inadmissible
evidence still influences verdicts. Moreover, people will still consider the inadmissible evidence even
when given a specific judicial instruction to ignore that evidence in their judgements (Demaine, 2008;
Mazzella & Feingold, 1994; Steblay et al., 2006). One reason that people cannot ignore inadmissible
evidence is likely due to the paradoxical effect of thought suppression. When tasked with ignoring a
piece of information, instead of not thinking about it, people instead will think about that information
more (Abramowitz et al., 2001; Wegner et al., 1987). Therefore, even if people acknowledge that they
should not be persuaded by evidence from a parrot, or are even explicitly told not to consider that
information as evidence, they might still ultimately be persuaded by a parrot.

**People still consider pretrial publicity.** Inadmissible evidence is not the only type of
information people consider when they should not. Potential jurors are often exposed to information
outside of the courtroom in the form of negative pre-trial publicity via the media, which portrays the
suspect as guilty. When people become members of a jury, they are expected to discount any
information they have been exposed to before the trial. But jurors are frequently unable to disentangle trial evidence from pre-trial publicity. Jurors who have been exposed to negative pre-trial publicity are more likely to vote a suspect guilty, have a more negative impression of the suspect, and recommend harsher sentences (Daftary-Kapur et al., 2014; Ruva et al., 2007; Steblay et al., 1999). Furthermore, the effect of pre-trial publicity lasts for an extended period, such as the time between reading about a case and being called for jury service (Daftary-Kapur et al., 2014). Not only do jurors show bias when exposed to negative pre-trial publicity, but they often cannot distinguish when they are being influenced by it. What is more, jurors often make source monitoring errors, showing an inability to distinguish where or from whom they received information, and struggle to identify whether the information has come from media articles or the trial itself (Ruva et al., 2007; Ruva & Guenther, 2015; Johnson et al., 1993). Even more concerning, people who have not been exposed to pre-trial publicity can still be influenced during deliberation by others who have been exposed (Ruva & Guenther, 2017). People often struggle to distinguish between different sources of information in a courtroom and fail to judge what information should and should not be used when making judgements. Again, we see evidence that people will consider information from a variety of sources when making a judgment of guilt regardless of whether they should or should not.

Taken together, it is well established that people often use information when making judgments that they should not — such as inadmissible evidence, and information obtained outside of the courtroom. Therefore, it is not implausible that people may, in fact, be persuaded by an utterance provided by a parrot.

**People construct a story to understand a case.** The most commonly accepted model of jury decision making is the Story Model (Pennington & Hastie, 1992; Willmott et al., 2018). The Story Model proposes that jurors will consider and evaluate evidence by constructing one or more plausible stories of what happened. Jurors will then consider the possible verdict categories and will use prior knowledge to categorise potential verdicts. Finally, jurors will assess which story fits best and will match that story to the verdict that fits best (Pennington & Hastie, 1991, 1992). People are more likely to rate a suspect guilty when the suspect makes sense in a juror’s story. Additionally, people are more likely to
have a negative view of a suspect and rate the suspect as guilty when the suspect fits a stereotype of the sort of person who would commit that crime (Jones & Kaplan, 2003). Similarly, people are more critical of a case if a suspect does not fit a stereotype, and they will be more likely to question the validity of the claim (Schuller et al., 2010). For example, a black male charged with an assault would be more likely to be found guilty, compared to a young woman accused of sexual assault. Not only do people judge a suspect based on how stereotypical the crime is, but the victim’s response style can also influence a juror’s decision. Women who show the stereotypical emotional responses that are expected when describing a crime are more likely to be believed than women who do not (Hackett et al., 2008; Kaufmann et al., 2003; Nitschke et al., 2019; Schuller et al., 2010). For example, a crying woman describing an assault who is visibly shaken and upset is more likely to be believed than a women who is cold and calm describing the same assault. It is, therefore, plausible that if a non-credible witness provided evidence that fitted with a juror’s story, the juror may be persuaded by this evidence when making judgements.

People are less critical of information that fits their story. Not only are people more likely to be persuaded when information fits with their beliefs, they will also change how critically they analyse information depending on whether or not it fits with their beliefs (DeKay, 2015; Russo, 2014). In other words, instead of fairly analysing each new piece of information to construct their story, once people have started to form a theory they will interpret the evidence as either in support of or against their theory. This phenomenon is known as predecisional bias. We know that once people have made a particular decision that they will be more critical of information that goes against their decision and less critical of information that supports their decision (DeKay, 2015; Russo, 2014). We see a similar effect in the confirmation bias literature: People will be more critical of information that does not support their belief compared to information that does support it (Nickerson, 1998; Taber & Lodge, 2006). People are even more prone to confirmation bias when information is presented sequentially, compared to when all information is presented simultaneously. Of course, information presented in a courtroom is always sequential, which further increases the likelihood that people will be less critical of information that fits with their belief (Jonas et al., 2001). It is, therefore, plausible that people may
be less critical of a parrot’s utterance if that utterance fits with their story of the crime. For example, if people already think that the husband murdered his wife and are then informed that the parrot is repeating the utterance “John don’t,” they would be less critical of that information than if the utterance was “Sally don’t.”

**People assess credibility using non-credibility-related cues**

The credibility literature suggests that people judge credibility across five factors: How accurate is the witness likely to be, how believable is the witness, how reliable is the witness likely to be, how competent is the witness, and how truthful does the witness appear to be (Voogt et al., 2019; Voogt Klettke, & Thomson, 2017)? But we know that people will consider cues which do not accurately indicate overall credibility to judge credibility. For example, people often will assess confidence as a shortcut to assess someone’s credibility; this shortcut, called the confidence heuristic, operates so the more confident someone appears, the more credible people believe she must be (Pica et al., 2019; Price & Stone, 2004; Sah et al., 2013). Using confidence may make sense intuitively; the witness must be confident because she saw the event and can accurately recall the details.

But confidence has little to do with overall accuracy or actual credibility. People can have a completely false memory and still show confidence in their memory, describe their memory with fine details, and express strong emotions despite the memory being completely false (Loftus, 2003). Even when people recall memories that are not false, people’s confidence in their own memory is highly malleable (Laus & Wells, 1994). Because people assess confidence as a shortcut for assessing credibility, confident speakers will hold more sway in a courtroom regardless of their overall accuracy (Pica et al., 2019; Sah et al., 2013). People do not only consider how confident someone claims to be to assess credibility, but people will also consider the way in which a person speaks when assessing credibility. If a witness employs more hedging words, such as, “I think” or “I believe” people will rate the witness as less credible and will doubt their knowledge, regardless of his overall accuracy (McCarthy Wilcox & NicDacaid, 2018; Ruva & Bryant, 2004). In addition to how confident a witness appears to be, people will also consider a range of other non-credible cues such as how kind, friendly, pleasant, respectful, and well-mannered a witness is to judge credibility (Brodsky et al., 2010). Therefore, even when people
scrutinise a witness’s credibility before assessing his statement, they often consider non-credible related cues including, but not limited to, confidence, likeability, and speech style to judge a witness’s credibility.

Moreover, people might find pets credible because they form strong attachments to their pets. A 2010 poll conducted by Harris Decima polling found that 53% of people believed that their pets were more reliable than people (Harris/Decima Inc, 2010). Furthermore, 91% of pet owners consider their pets as members of their families (Harris Interactive, 2012). It is plausible that people would draw on their own attachment to their pets when assessing credibility, even though their attachment is not very relevant. After all, we know people often draw on irrelevant feelings during a situation to make decisions in that situation (Schwarz, 2012). Therefore, we might find that people rate a pet parrot as somewhat credible.

**People are not always persuaded by the more credible source**

Not only is it plausible that people will rate a parrot as somewhat credible, it is also plausible that people could be persuaded by an objectively less credible witness if they believe that witness would be more truthful. When we look to the child witness literature we find evidence that people are persuaded by less credible witnesses compared to more credible witnesses. Children are often asked to provide eyewitness accounts, particularly in situations of sexual and physical abuse, in which the only evidence against a suspect can be the child’s testimony. Although a child can be accurate and credible under the right circumstances, how accurate a child is when recalling information depends on how the court obtains the information from the child, and the child’s cognitive ability—how advanced the child is for their age (Zajac & Hayne, 2003; Zajac et al., 2012). Children are typically cross-examined in court in a manner that has been shown to decrease accuracy (Zajac et al., 2012). Children are also particularly susceptible to suggestion from parents and authority figures (Ceci & Bruck, 2006; Pantell, 2017). Children are also more likely to answer ambiguously-worded questions than adults (Zajac et al., 2003). Due to the difficulty of obtaining accurate information from children, and their increased susceptibility to suggestion, evidence from children should receive more scrutiny as their credibility cannot be assumed based solely on how credible they appear to be.
Despite the need for caution, people generally trust children. People are more likely to rate a young child as more credible than a young adult (Bottoms et al., 2004; Golding et al., 2015; Rogers et al., 2007; Ross et al., 1990). In fact, people tend to rate younger children as more accurate, believable, reliable, and trustworthy than older children (Voogt et al., 2020). People appear to believe that younger children are more likely to be honest and therefore are more believable (Ross et al., 1990). But younger children are not inherently more truthful than older children. Children as young as four years old are willing to lie to protect an adult or themselves (Bottoms et al., 2002; Lyon et al., 2008). Moreover, people are more willing to consider information from a younger child and will rate the younger child as more credible than an older child, even though an older child is objectively more likely to be credible (Zajac & Hayne, 2006).

Taken as a whole, we have evidence that people can be persuaded by how truthful they believe a witness is regardless of the witness’s overall credibility. We also know that people believe their pets are reliable (Harris/Decima Inc, 2010). Pet parrots are unlikely to lie given that they can only repeat information and cannot produce novel speech (Pepperberg, 2007). It is therefore, plausible that people would also believe that parrots are truthful and would be persuaded by evidence given by a parrot.

To summarise, the literature suggests a number of factors might come into play if people were asked to consider the credibility of a parrot's utterances. For example, we know people often fail to recognise ambiguity. We also know that jurors often consider information they should not, such as inadmissible evidence, and fall sway to the influences of pretrial publicity and biases. Moreover, people can be persuaded by less-than-credible witnesses. But what we do not know is to what extent people might consider a parrot a credible witness—and if so, how credible, especially when compared with a young child whose mental capacity could be considered similar to that of a parrot (Singh et al., 2017; Schloegl et al., 2012; Pepperberg, 1999).

To address these issues, we asked subjects to consider the murder of a woman found dead in her home. Her husband claims to have come home and discovered her body. Some subjects read that the husband’s pet parrot is repeating an ambiguous phrase that could, if taken one way, implicate the husband. Other subjects read that the couple’s young child is repeating the same phrase. How do
subjects then rate various measures of credibility with respect to the “witness,” and the guilt of the husband? Because people consider non-credible cues when assessing credibility and believe pets are reliable we expected that people would rate a parrot as somewhat credible. Additionally, people will consider evidence that should not be considered such as inadmissible evidence. Moreover, once people construct a belief of what happened they are less critical of information that fits with that belief; we therefore expect that people will be persuaded by ambiguous utterances from less-than-credible sources when making a judgement of guilt.

We addressed these issues in three experiments. Experiments 1 and 2 established how credible people believe a parrot is compared to a three-year-old child. Experiment 2 established relative ratings of guilt. Experiment 3 then manipulated the ambiguity of the utterance provided by the parrot. Across these experiments, we found evidence that people believe a parrot is less credible than a three-year-old child, but do not dismiss the parrot’s utterance entirely. We also found evidence that people will consider ambiguous utterances from the less-than-credible parrot when making judgements of guilt.

**Experiment 1**

The primary purpose of this experiment was to determine the extent that people believe a parrot is a credible witness, relative to a three-year-old child. We selected a child witness as parrots have a similar reasoning ability to a three-year-old (Singh et al., 2017; Schloegl et al., 2012; Pepperberg, 1999). Recall that people judge credibility across accuracy, believability, competence, reliability and truthfulness (Voogt et al., 2019; Voogt, Klettke, & Thomson, 2017). Because people believe that pets are reliable and often fail to recognise ambiguous statements, we predict that people will rate the parrot as somewhat credible, although less credible than a three-year-old child.

**Method**

**Subjects.** Subjects were recruited via Amazon's Mechanical Turk (MTurk), an online community of workers who volunteer to carry out various tasks. MTurk is commonly used by researchers to collect data (Mason & Suri, 2012). A total of 204 American Mechanical Turk workers completed the experiment in exchange for 0.30 USD. The subjects' age ranged from 18 to 83 years,
Design. We used a between-subjects design with two conditions (witness: three-year-old child, African grey parrot).

Procedure. The subjects completed the experiment online via Qualtrics, an online survey program (https://www.qualtrics.com). Subjects provided consent before beginning the study. We told subjects that the study was examining learning styles to ensure that subjects were unaware of the true purpose of the study. This minor deception was necessary in order to prevent participants from guessing the true purpose of the experiment and altering their responses as a result. We asked that subjects completed the experiment in lab-like conditions. For example, subjects were asked to complete the experiment in one session, somewhere quiet, and without the assistance of anyone else.

Subjects read a vignette describing a murder with no suspects or evidence linking anyone to the crime.

Two weeks ago, Mr. [Husband’s name] Wilson contacted the police, saying that he had come home from work at 6 pm to find his wife in the backyard, covered in blood and dead. An autopsy showed that Mrs. Wilson had been shot in the chest, and had quickly bled to death sometime between 1 pm and 3 pm. The police found no evidence at the scene to link the murder to any specific person.

Subjects were then told that the victim’s son / parrot (Leroy) was repeating the utterance “[Husband’s name] did it” and that investigators were considering using the utterance as evidence. Subjects were told that the husband’s name was either Paul or Charlie. We selected two equally-common first names for middle-aged men in the United States of America (Social Security Administration, 2019).

Subjects then completed an adapted Child Sexual Assault Victim Credibility Scale (CSAVCS) as a measure of credibility. The CSAVCS is a scale designed to measure the perceived credibility of child sexual assault victims when testifying in court. The scale measures five subscales: accuracy, believability, competency, reliability, and truthfulness across 23 items which when combined provides
an overall credibility score. We chose this scale because it has good psychometric properties; each subscale has good internal consistency ($\alpha_{\text{accuracy}} = .84$, $\alpha_{\text{believability}} = .86$, $\alpha_{\text{competency}} = .78$, $\alpha_{\text{reliability}} = .82$, and $\alpha_{\text{truthfulness}} = .92$; see Voogt, Klettke, & Thomson, 2017 for a review). We adapted the CSA VCS to fit both a parrot and three-year-old child (see the Appendix B; Voogt, Klettke, & Thomson, 2017). For example, “This child’s report was believable” was modified to “Leroy’s report was believable” to include both witness conditions. Additionally, we removed two items which did not apply to our vignette. Because we adapted the CSA VCS, in addition to answering the research question, we also gathered evidence to check that the scale was measuring the same construct by running a principle component analysis; these data appear in the results.

On the CSA VCS, the mean credibility score is obtained across all 21 items to produce an overall score (Voogt, Klettke, & Thomson, 2017). Each item was presented in random order to the subjects. For example, subject one may answer each item in one order (1, 2, 3, etc.) while subject two may answer each item in a different order (2, 1, 3, etc.). For each item, subjects used a 7-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree) to report their agreement with the credibility statements. In an open text box, subjects then described how they believed the crime unfolded. Finally, subjects were asked to complete a series of yes / no questions about their compliance with the earlier request to complete the study in lab-like conditions.

Results and Discussion

Recall that the primary purpose of this experiment was to determine the extent people believe a parrot is a credible witness, relative to a three-year-old child. Before addressing our research question, we checked for subject responses that included nonsensical descriptions of the crime or did not use English as their primary language. We did not find any subject responses that met these criteria and therefore proceeded without any exclusions.

CSA VCS principal component analysis. We checked for evidence that the adapted items in the CSA VCS measured the same construct reliably. We ran a principal component analysis of each survey item to check that each item was still measuring a single construct, credibility. We found that all items except for four indeed loaded on this single factor. These data appear in Table 1.
The other four items loaded on an additional factor. As shown in Table 1 these four items were: “[Witness] is not believable”, “[Witness] is not a credible witness”, “[Witness] is not a competent witness”, and “[Witness]’s memory of the event is likely to be unreliable” of which only “[Witness] is not a competent witness” loaded on an additional factor more than the first factor. To assess whether “[Witness] is not a competent witness” should be removed, we examined the Cronbach’s $\alpha$, which was 0.963 (Cronbach, 1951). When we removed “[Witness] is not a competent witness,” the overall alpha increased to 0.964 and so we retained the item as the scale’s overall reliability would not have improved. Because our adapted CSAVCS was loading on a single construct and showed high internal consistency reliability we concluded that the adapted scale was measuring a single construct.

**Credibility.** We now return to the primary question. To address the issue of how much people believe a parrot is a credible witness, relative to a three-year-old child, we first calculated the mean credibility score of all 21 CSAVCS items, classified according to whether the witness was a parrot or a child. We then plotted those means in Figure 1.

As Figure 1 shows, subjects rated a three-year-old child as more credible than a parrot. In Null Hypothesis Significance Testing (NHST) terms, we ran an independent samples t-test to examine the effect of witness type (three-year-old child, African grey parrot) on subjects’ mean credibility ratings. Subjects rated the three-year-old child as significantly more credible than an African grey parrot ($M_{diff} = 0.94$, 95% CI [0.65, 1.23]).

In short, Experiment 1 provides two important findings. First, subjects rated a parrot as less credible than a child, but did not dismiss the parrot’s evidence entirely. Subjects slightly disagreed with the credibility statements overall, which suggests that in some situations people may be persuaded by a parrot, although with some reservations. This finding fits our expectations.
**Table 1**

*CSAVCS Adapted Items Principal Component Coefficient and Cronbach’s α if Excluded*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Component 1</th>
<th>Component 2</th>
<th>Component 3</th>
<th>Cronbach’s α if excluded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leroy’s utterance is accurate</td>
<td>0.848</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leroy is able to give an accurate description of what happened to police</td>
<td>0.766</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leroy’s memory for the event is accurate</td>
<td>0.824</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leroy’s utterance is believable</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leroy is not believable</td>
<td>0.665</td>
<td>0.541</td>
<td></td>
<td>.962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leroy’s utterance is credible</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leroy is not a credible witness</td>
<td>0.556</td>
<td>0.485</td>
<td></td>
<td>.962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leroy has the capacity to provide a competent account of events</td>
<td>0.777</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leroy is not a competent witness *</td>
<td>0.499</td>
<td>0.566</td>
<td></td>
<td>.961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leroy has a good memory for the event</td>
<td>0.762</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leroy is reliable</td>
<td>0.791</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leroy is dependable</td>
<td>0.836</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leroy’s account of events can be depended upon</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leroy’s memory of the event is likely to be unreliable</td>
<td>0.593</td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td></td>
<td>.960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leroy would tell the truth about this event if he had the language ability</td>
<td>0.739</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leroy’s disclosure of what happened is truthful</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leroy is honest</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leroy’s utterance is provided honestly</td>
<td>0.696</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leroy is trustworthy</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I believe the event occurred as Leroy said</td>
<td>0.871</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would trust a typical [child of this age / parrot of this species] to be telling the truth</td>
<td>0.851</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.960</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Coefficients only reported if greater than 0.4

* Item loaded on additional factor more than the first factor
Figure 1

Mean Agreement with 21 Credibility Items across Witness Conditions (parrot, child)

Mean credibility rating

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But there are at least three alternative explanations as to why subjects might have rated the parrot as somewhat credible. First, the CSAVCS anchors of *strongly agree* and *strongly disagree* was actually measuring agreement with the credibility statements, not credibility itself. That is, instead of telling us how credible subjects believed the witness was, the scale was telling us how much subjects agree with each credibility statement. Asking subjects how much they agree with the credibility statements may have led subjects to respond to each item differently than they otherwise might have had the scale measured credibility. Additionally, interpreting mean agreement with credibility statements is less clear than mean credibility. We address these problems in Experiment 2. Second, the truthfulness subscale in the CSAVCS might be inflating credibility ratings of parrots. Parrots are unlikely to lie as that would require an advanced level of cognition. Children only begin to lie around the age of three and four (Bottoms et al., 2002; Lyon et al., 2008). Although parrots have a similar
reasoning ability as three-year-old children, it is unlikely a typical pet parrot would be able to produce novel thoughts or to consciously lie (Mikolasch et al., 2011; Pepperberg, 2006). Therefore, subjects may be rating the parrot as somewhat credible because they believe the parrot is incapable or unlikely to lie and therefore is truthful. We address this possibility in Experiment 2 by analysing each individual subscale. Finally, subjects may not be aware of what a parrot is capable of (or not capable of) and believe that the parrot is producing unique thoughts, rather than repeating something overheard. We also address this possibility in Experiment 2 by adding four items to investigate how people are interpreting the utterance.

Experiment 1 cannot tell us anything about how people might actually consider information uttered by a parrot when assessing someone’s guilt. We address this question in Experiment 2 by adding new items that ask subjects whether they believe the witness is repeating something overheard or unique thoughts, and whether they believe the utterance is related or unrelated to the crime.

**Experiment 2**

Experiment 2 addressed three questions. First, to what extent do people believe a parrot is a credible witness compared to a three-year-old child? Second, to what extent do people use an utterance made by a parrot when making judgements of guilt compared to a child? Finally, to what extent do people rate a parrot’s utterance as a unique thought or repetition compared to a three-year-old child?

We used the same method as Experiment 1 with changes as follows. An additional control condition was added in which there was no witness, and subjects only read the vignette pertaining to the husband. The anchor points on the adapted CSAVCS were changed to 1 = not at all, 7 = completely. We also added an attention check question to the scale (Voogt, Klettke, & Thomson, 2017). Finally, and most importantly, we added five new measures as described below. We preregistered this experiment (see Appendix C for the pre-registration).

**Method**

**Subjects.** Subjects were recruited via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. A total of 324 American Mechanical Turk workers completed the experiment in exchange for 0.30 USD. The subjects' age
ranged from 19 to 77 years, \( M = 41.71, 95\% \text{ CI} [40.30, 43.11], SD = 12.88 \); 196 subjects identified as women, 127 identified as men, 1 identified as non-binary; 94.13\% of subjects reported English as their first language, and 98.46\% reported English as their primary language, the language they use most day-to-day.

**Design.** We used a simple three-condition design, manipulating the type of witness (three-year-old child, African grey parrot, no witness) between subjects.

**Procedure.** Subjects first were asked to read the same vignette from Experiment 1. Subjects in the no witness condition were then asked to complete the scales; otherwise, subjects in the parrot and child condition were then informed that a parrot or child respectively was repeating the utterance “[husband] did it.” In addition to counterbalancing the husband’s first name (Paul and Charlie) we also counterbalanced the husband’s last name (Wilson and Anderson) two equally as common last names in the United States (United States Census Bureau, 2016).

Subjects were then asked to complete the CSA VCS and to report whether they believed the husband shot his wife on a 6-point Likert scale (1 = definitely not, 6 = definitely) as a measure of the husband’s perceived guilt. The order in which subjects completed the CSA VCS and measure of perceived guilt was counterbalanced.

Subjects were also asked to rate four statements to determine whether they believed the witness was repeating something or communicating his own unique thoughts, either related or unrelated to the shooting. They made these ratings on a 6-point Likert scale (1 = not at all, 6 = completely). Subjects in the no witness condition were asked to report only whether they thought the husband shot his wife. Finally, as another attention check, subjects saw an open text box and were asked to write who [the witness] was in relation to the husband.

**Results and Discussion**

Recall the primary purpose of this experiment was to answer three research questions. First, to what extent do people believe a parrot is a credible witness compared to a three-year-old child? Second, to what extent are people persuaded by an utterance made by a parrot when making judgements of guilt compared to a child? Finally, to what extent do people rate a parrot’s utterance as
a unique thought or repetition compared to a three-year-old child? Before addressing our research questions, we first excluded 18 subjects who failed the attention check, were incorrect about who Leroy (the witness) was, or were inconsistent on the reversed questions. For example, responding 5 on the item “[witness]’s account of events can be depended upon” and also responding 5 on the item “Leroy’s memory of the event is likely to be unreliable” would be considered inconsistent. Our final sample consisted of 306 subjects.

**Credibility.** To what extent did people believe a parrot is a credible witness compared to a three-year-old child? To answer this question, we calculated the mean score of each subscale item in the CSA VCS. We found in Experiment 1 that subjects in the parrot condition slightly disagreed with the credibility statements but did not dismiss the parrot entirely. One possible explanation was that the truthfulness subscale was inflating the overall credibility mean as people may believe that a parrot is unable to lie and is ultimately truthful. We therefore needed to check there was a consistent pattern across each individual subscale of the Child Sexual Assault Victim Credibility Scale (CSAVCS). To do this, we ran a Hotelling’s $T^2$ as this allowed us to compare multiple variables across a single measure between groups. As shown in Table 2, across all five subscales, we found that a three-year-old child was rated as more credible than an African grey parrot.

In NHST terms, we ran a between-subjects Hotelling’s two-sample $T^2$ test with witness type (child, parrot) as a between-subject factor and the credibility subscales as dependent variables. We found a significant difference between the parrot and child conditions; $T^2(5,208)= 7.38, p < .001$. We then conducted a post hoc between samples t-test with a Bonferroni correction on each subscale and, as seen in Table 2, found that the child was rated as more accurate, believable, competent, reliable, and truthful compared to the parrot. In other words, the results indicated that the mean credibility ratings for the parrot condition were significantly different than the child condition across all five subscales. These results replicate our finding in Experiment 1 that people rated parrots as less credible than three-year-old children but did not dismiss the parrot’s evidence entirely.
Table 2

Mean, 95% Confidence Interval and Standard Deviation of each Subscale across the Witness Conditions (parrot, child) with Mean Difference and 95% Corrected Confidence Intervals of Mean Difference for Multiple Analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subscale</th>
<th>Parrot</th>
<th>Child</th>
<th>Mean difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M 95% CI</td>
<td>M 95% CI</td>
<td>Mdiff 95% CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>2.66 [2.41, 2.91] 1.27</td>
<td>3.64 [3.40, 3.88] 1.19</td>
<td>0.98 [0.52, 1.43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Believability</td>
<td>3.03 [2.75, 3.32] 1.44</td>
<td>3.98 [3.74, 4.21] 1.16</td>
<td>0.94 [0.46, 1.43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competency</td>
<td>2.79 [2.52, 3.05] 1.35</td>
<td>3.46 [3.21, 3.71] 1.25</td>
<td>0.67 [0.19, 1.16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>2.51 [2.22, 2.80] 1.46</td>
<td>3.62 [3.35, 3.90] 1.35</td>
<td>1.11 [0.59, 1.63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truthfulness</td>
<td>3.07 [2.78, 3.35] 1.43</td>
<td>4.20 [3.96, 4.44] 1.18</td>
<td>1.13 [0.65, 1.62]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Reported mean difference confidence intervals are 95% confidence intervals corrected for multiple comparisons.

Guilt: We now turn to our second research question: To what extent do people rate a suspect as guilty based on a parrot or three-year-old child’s utterance compared to no utterance? To address this question, we classified the guilt ratings for the husband according to whether the subject is in the parrot, child, or no witness condition, and displayed the data in Figure 2. As the figure shows, we found that how subjects rated the perceived guilt of the husband depended on the type of “witness” who uttered the phrase “[husband] did it.” In other words, subjects believed the husband was more likely to be guilty when they were informed that the child was repeating the phrase “[husband] did it” compared to subjects who were not told about a witness.

In statistical terms, a one-way between-subjects ANOVA showed an effect of witness on husband’s guilt rating, F (2,303) = 4.30, p = 0.014, η² = .028 90% η² CI [0.003, 0.060]. Post hoc comparisons using the Turkey HSD test showed that the mean guilt rating for the child condition was significantly higher than for the no witness condition (Mdiff = 0.74, 95% CI [0.09, 0.85]). But the rating for the parrot condition did not significantly differ either from the child (Mdiff = 0.26, 95% CI [-0.13, 0.64]), or from the no witness conditions (Mdiff = 0.21, 95% CI [-0.16, 0.58]).
**Figure 2**

*Mean Guilt Rating across Witness Conditions (control, parrot, child)*

![Graph showing mean guilt rating across witness conditions.](image)

*Note.* Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals of cell means.

**Interpretation of utterance.** To address our third question about the extent to which people rate a parrot’s utterance as a unique thought or repetition compared to the three-year-old child, we calculated the mean score for each utterance item according to whether the subject is in the parrot or child condition. We then ran independent sample t-tests on each interpretation of the utterance item with a Bonferroni correction. As Figure 3 shows, subjects were more likely to believe the parrot was repeating an utterance unrelated to the crime compared to the child. Additionally, subjects were more likely to believe the child was producing a unique utterance related to the crime compared to the parrot.

In statistical terms, four independent-samples t-tests with a Bonferroni correction were conducted to compare how people interpret the child or parrot’s utterance. As seen in Figure 3, there
was a significant difference in the “[Witness] is attempting to communicate his own unique thoughts related to the murder” item between the parrot condition and the child condition ($M_{\text{diff}} = 1.41$, 95% CI corrected [0.90, 1.93]). There was also a significant difference in the “[Witness] is repeating something he heard unrelated to the murder” item between the parrot and the child condition, ($M_{\text{diff}} = 1.21$, 95% CI corrected [-1.71, -0.71]). We did not find a significant difference in the “[Witness] is attempting to communicate his own unique thoughts unrelated to the murder” item between the parrot condition and the child condition ($M_{\text{diff}} = 0.03$, 95% CI corrected [-0.58, 0.51]). Nor was there a significant difference in the “[Witness] is repeating something he heard related to the murder” item between the parrot condition and the child condition ($M_{\text{diff}} = 0.173$, 95% CI corrected [-0.72, 0.37]).

**Figure 3**

*Mean Item Ratings across Interpretation of Utterance Items by Witness Conditions (parrot, child)*

![Figure 3: Mean Item Ratings across Interpretation of Utterance Items by Witness Conditions (parrot, child)](image)

*Note.* Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals of cell means.
Experiment 2 produced similar results to Experiment 1. We found that subjects rated a parrot as less credible than a child, but still did not dismiss the parrot’s evidence entirely. We also obtained some evidence to counter the idea that the CSAVCS anchors led subjects to respond to each item differently than they otherwise might have, had the scale measured credibility. We also obtained evidence that the truthfulness subscale was not responsible for inflating the mean credibility score. Additionally, we were able to dismiss the possibility that subjects were mistakenly believing that the parrot was producing unique thoughts, rather than repeating something overheard. Experiment 2 demonstrated that subjects believe that the parrot is more likely to be repeating an utterance unrelated to the crime compared to the child. Taken together our data fit with the idea that people believe the parrot is actually somewhat credible.

We also found that people may be inclined to consider the parrot’s utterance when making judgements of guilt. We found that subjects in the parrot condition did not rate the husband’s guilt as significantly higher or lower than subjects in the child or no witness condition. But there is evidence suggestive of a linear trend that would be more obvious with a larger sample size which would allow for a more precise estimate of the true size of the effect (Cumming, 2014). Of course, the obvious counter-explanation is that there is no actual difference in the population. We further address these issues in Experiment 3.

**Experiment 3**

Experiments 1 and 2 demonstrated that people rate a parrot as less credible than a three-year-old, but do not dismiss the parrot’s evidence entirely. We know that people often struggle to recognise the ambiguity of statements (Wylie et al., 2019). People are also less critical of information that fits with their beliefs (Jonas et al., 2001; Nickerson, 1998; Russo, 2014). If people believe the husband committed the crime, then they are likely to be less critical of information that supports that belief. Therefore, we hypothesise that people will be more likely to be persuaded by ambiguous utterances compared to no utterance when making judgments of guilt. In Experiment 3, we asked three research questions. First, to what extent do people rate a parrot as a credible witness when the parrot repeats a
highly ambiguous utterance compared to a less ambiguous utterance? Second, to what extent would people be persuaded by a highly ambiguous utterance compared to a less ambiguous utterance or no utterance when making judgements of guilt? Finally, to what extent do people believe the parrot’s utterance is a repetition of an overheard phrase and to what extent do people believe that same utterance relates to the crime? We preregistered this experiment (see Appendix C for the pre-registration).

Method

Subjects. Subjects were recruited via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. A total of 663 US Mechanical Turk workers completed the experiment in exchange for 0.25 USD. The subjects’ age ranged from 18 to 87 years ($M = 41.21$, 95% CI $[40.18, 42.24]$, $SD = 13.56$); 403 subjects identified as women, 259 identified as men, 1 identified as non-binary; 96.39% of subjects reported English as their first language, and 99.70% reported English as their primary language, the language they use most day-to-day.

Design. We used a simple three-condition design with the ambiguity of the utterance (high ambiguity, low ambiguity, no utterance) manipulated between subjects.

Procedure. Subjects completed the experiment online via Qualtrics. Before beginning the study, subjects provided their consent. We again told subjects that the study was examining learning styles to ensure that subjects were unaware of the true purpose of the study. We asked that subjects completed the experiment in lab-like conditions.

Subjects read the same vignette used in Experiments 1 and 2; however, there was one notable change. The vignette subjects read was changed to inform the subjects that “a neighbor reported that [husband’s name] and his wife had been fighting the night before.” The purpose of this statement was to highlight the potential ambiguity of the utterance “[husband] don’t” as this phrase could make sense in many different circumstances, including in the context of an argument. This additional piece of information was added to subtly draw attention to the fact that the ambiguous statements were in fact, ambiguous.
Subjects were then told the husband’s African grey parrot had repeatedly been saying an utterance in the days following the death. Subjects in the high ambiguity condition were told that the utterance was “[husband] don’t.” Subjects in the low ambiguity condition were told that the utterance was “[husband] don’t shoot.” Subjects in the no utterance condition were not told about an utterance but were informed that [husband]’s pet African grey parrot was inside the house the day the death occurred.

We measured three different judgements of guilt. Subjects were first asked to identify if they believe the husband was guilty or not guilty: “With regard to the crime of Mrs. [husband’s last name]’s murder, I think that Mr. [husband’s name] is” (guilty, not guilty). The screen position in which the options guilty and not guilty were presented was counterbalanced. The subjects were then asked to rate their confidence in their judgement of judicial guilt on a 7-point Likert scale (1 = not at all confident, 7 = very confident). Additionally, subjects were asked to rate the likelihood of the husband having shot his wife on a 7-point Likert scale (1 = very unlikely, 7 = very likely). Subjects in the high and low ambiguity conditions were asked to then complete the adapted Child Sexual Assault Victim Credibility Scale (CSAVCS) used in Experiment 2 about the parrot. They were also asked two questions similar to Experiment 2 regarding how they interpreted the utterance: “I believe [the witness]’s utterance is something he overheard” and “I believe [the witness]’s utterance is related to the death of Mrs. [husband’s last name]” on a 7-point Likert scale (1 = not at all, 7 = completely).

Results and Discussion

Before addressing our research question, we first excluded 72 subjects who failed to complete the survey, failed either of the attention checks, or were incorrect about who Leroy was. Our final sample consisted of 593 subjects. We diverted from our pre-registration when analysing people’s confidence in guilt. We had pre-registered to conduct planned comparisons between each of the three conditions (high ambiguity, low ambiguity, no utterance) on subjects’ ratings of confidence of guilt “How confident are you in your judgement that Mr. [first name] [last name] is [guilty/not guilty]”. Instead we split the the conditions by subjects’ judicial guilt selection (guilty, not guilty) as this allows us
to investigate whether subjects are more confident when they believe the husband is guilty compared to when they believe the husband is not guilty.

**Credibility.** To what extent did people rate a parrot as a credible witness when the parrot repeats a highly ambiguous utterance compared to a less ambiguous utterance, To answer this question, we calculated the mean of the 21 credibility items from the CSAVCS by utterance condition, classified them according to whether subjects read an utterance that was high ambiguity, low ambiguity, or they read no utterance, and displayed the results in Figure 4. Because we found that in Experiment 2, across all five subscales, the parrot was rated less credible than the child (see Table 2), we collapsed the subscales to measure overall mean credibility. As the figure shows, subjects rated the witness as more credible when the utterance was less ambiguous compared to a highly ambiguous utterance. In other words, subjects believed the witness was more credible when the utterance was "[husband] don't shoot" compared to "[husband] don’t” (\(M_{\text{diff}} = 0.28, 95\% \text{ CI}[0.02, 0.54])").

**Judicial Guilt.** We now turn to our second question: To what extent would people be persuaded by a highly ambiguous utterance compared to a less ambiguous utterance or no utterance when making judgements of guilt? To answer this question, we first calculated the proportion of guilty verdicts by utterance condition, “[husband] don’t shoot”, [husband] don’t”, and no utterance, and displayed the data in Figure 5.

As the figure shows, we found that more subjects believed the husband was guilty when they were informed about an utterance compared to subjects who did not receive an utterance. More subjects who were informed that the utterance was “[husband] don't shoot” believed the husband was guilty than subjects who were informed the utterance was “[husband] don’t”.

In statistical terms, following the proportion estimation approach (Cumming & Calin-Jageman, 2017) we conducted a difference in proportions comparison between each of the utterance conditions on whether subjects believe the husband was guilty or not guilty. We found that subjects were more likely to rate the husband as guilty when the witness (an African grey parrot) was repeating an utterance. We found this for both levels of ambiguity, which is to say subjects were more likely to rate the husband as guilty both when the utterance was “[husband] don’t” and “[husband] don’t shoot.”
As shown in Figure 5, a higher proportion of subjects judge the husband as guilty both when the utterance was “[husband] don’t shoot” \( (M_{\text{diff}} = 0.32, 95\% \text{ CI } [0.22, 0.41]) \) and “[husband] don’t” \( (M_{\text{diff}} = 0.14, 95\% \text{ CI } [0.04, 0.23]) \) compared to no utterance. Additionally, a higher proportion of subjects judged the husband as guilty when the utterance was “[husband] don’t shoot” compared to when the utterance was “[husband] don’t” \( (M_{\text{diff}} = 0.18, 95\% \text{ CI } [0.08, 0.27]) \).

**Confidence in guilt verdict.** To address our research question: To what extent would people be persuaded by a highly ambiguous utterance compared to a less ambiguous utterance or no utterance when making judgements of guilt? We also need to consider how confident people are in their guilt verdict. Therefore, we calculated subjects’ mean ratings of confidence in guilt verdict by utterance type and whether the subject believed the husband was guilty or not guilty.
Figure 5

Proportion of Guilty Verdicts across the Utterance Conditions (less ambiguous “[husband] don’t shoot”, highly ambiguous “[husband] don’t”, no utterance)

![Bar chart showing proportion of guilty verdicts across different utterance conditions.](chart)

*Note. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals of condition proportions.*

As Figure 6 shows, we found that subjects who believed the husband was guilty were more confident when the utterance was either “[husband] don’t shoot” or “[husband] don’t” compared to subjects who believed the husband was not guilty. We did not find any difference between subjects who believed the husband was guilty when there was no utterance compared to subjects who believed the husband was not guilty.

In statistical terms, we calculated mean differences between guilty and not guilty ratings across the three ambiguity conditions. As seen in Figure 6, subjects who rated the husband as guilty were more confident in their verdict when told the parrot was repeating the utterance “[husband] don’t” compared to subjects who rated the husband as not guilty ($M_{\text{diff}} = 0.91$, 95% CI [0.52, 1.29]). Similarly, subjects who rated the husband as guilty were more confident in their verdict when told the
parrot was repeating the utterance “[husband] don’t shoot” compared to subjects who rated the husband as not guilty ($M_{diff} = 0.70, 95\% \text{ CI} [0.28, 1.11]$). We did not find any difference between subjects who rated the husband as guilty compared to not guilty when no utterance was provided ($M_{diff} = 0.17, 95\% \text{ CI} [-0.32, 0.65]$).

**Likelihood of guilt.** To address the research question: To what extent would people be persuaded by a highly ambiguous utterance compared to a less ambiguous utterance or no utterance when making judgements of guilt? We also needed to investigate how likely people thought it was that the husband murdered his wife. To address this question we calculated subjects’ mean likelihood rating across utterance conditions and displayed the data in Figure 7.

**Figure 6**

*Mean Confidence in Guilt Rating across the Utterance Conditions (less ambiguous “[husband] don’t shoot”, highly ambiguous “[husband] don’t”, no utterance) by Guilt Verdict*

Note. Error bars represent 95\% confidence intervals of cell means.
As the figure below shows, we found that subjects rated the likelihood of the husband shooting his wife higher when the witness provided an utterance, regardless of the level of ambiguity, compared to no utterance. Additionally, we found that subjects rated the likelihood higher when the utterance was less ambiguous.

In statistical terms, we calculated the mean differences between the three ambiguity conditions and subjects’ rating of likelihood of guilt. As seen in Figure 7, subjects rated the husband as more likely to be guilty when the utterance was "[husband] don't shoot" compared to "[husband] don't" \( M_{\text{diff}} = 0.26, 95\% \ CI [0.02, 0.50] \). Similarly, subjects rated the husband as more likely to be guilty when the utterance was "[husband] don't shoot" compared to no utterance \( M_{\text{diff}} = 0.59, 95\% \ CI [0.35, 0.83] \). Additionally, subjects rated the husband as more likely to be guilty when the utterance was "[husband] don't shoot" compared to "[husband] don't" \( M_{\text{diff}} = 0.33, 95\% \ CI [0.10, 0.57] \).

**Interpretation of utterance.** To address our final research question: To what extent do people believe the parrot’s utterance is a repetition of an overheard phrase, and to what extent do people believe that same utterance relates to the crime? We calculated the mean scores of the two utterance interpretation items “I believe the [Witness]’s utterance is related to the murder” and “I believe the [Witness]’s utterance is something he overheard” by utterance “[husband] don’t shoot” or “[husband] don’t.” We found that when subjects were informed that the utterance was “[husband] don’t shoot”, subjects believed the utterance was more likely to be related to the crime and a repetition of something overheard compared to subjects who were informed the utterance was “[husband] don’t.”

In statistical terms, we conducted a planned comparison between the two utterance conditions on subjects’ interpretation of utterance items. We found that when the utterance was “[husband] don’t shoot” subjects were more likely to rate the witness’s utterance as being related to the murder \( M_{\text{diff}} = 0.78, 95\% \ CI [0.45, 1.12] \) and something overheard \( M_{\text{diff}} = 0.36, 95\% \ CI [0.06, 0.65] \) compared to "[husband] don’t.”
Figure 7

Mean Likelihood Rating Across Utterance Condition (less ambiguous “[husband] don’t shoot”, highly ambiguous “[husband] don’t”, no utterance)

Note. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals of cell means.

In this experiment, we replicated the finding that the parrot was not rated as all that credible but was not dismissed entirely. What is interesting about these results is that we found the parrot’s rating of credibility differed between the utterance “[husband] don’t shoot” and “[husband] don’t”. A witness’s credibility should not depend on the utterance. In an ideal world, people would assess the credibility of the witness before considering the information from that witness. Instead, we found that the utterance informed the credibility of the witness, which suggests that in addition to non-credible related cues like confidence, people are also using the witness’s statement to assess credibility. The problem of using a witness’s statement to inform credibility is that people will be more likely to accept information that fits with their story of events (Pennington & Hastie, 1991, 1992). This sets up a
“begging the question” fallacy where people believe the witness is more credible because the statement fits their story and that their story is correct because the witness is credible.

We also found subjects were more likely to rate the husband as guilty when presented with either the less ambiguous utterance “[husband] don't shoot” or the highly ambiguous utterance “[husband] don’t” compared to no utterance. Both the highly ambiguous statement “[husband] don’t”, and the less ambiguous “[husband] don’t shoot” increased guilty verdicts. These results suggest that people can be persuaded with highly ambiguous information from less-than-credible sources when making judgments of guilt. Additionally, people were more confident in their guilty verdicts when presented an utterance compared to those who believed the husband was innocent. These results suggest that people who believed the husband was guilty were using the utterance to support their decision, regardless of the ambiguity of the utterance. These results were supported by the likelihood of guilt item. We found a linear trend that suggests people were more likely to be persuaded that the husband murdered his wife when the parrot provided an utterance compared to people who did not receive an utterance. The finding that people are more persuaded by an ambiguous utterance from less-than-credible sources compared to no utterance supports our hypothesis. Although the effect is small, these results are still meaningful as even a slight increase can mean the difference between a guilty and innocent verdict and could be the difference between an innocent suspect spending life in prison or going free.

**General Discussion**

Across three experiments and 1191 subjects, we found evidence that although people did not believe parrots are all that credible compared to a three-year-old, they did not dismiss a parrot’s credibility entirely. Despite finding that parrots are not all that credible, we found evidence that people can be persuaded by an utterance from a parrot when making judgements of guilt, even when the utterance is ambiguous.

In Experiment 1, we demonstrated that people will rate a parrot as less credible than a three-year-old child, but do not dismiss the parrot entirely. This finding was further expanded upon in Experiment 2, which again demonstrates that people rated the parrot as less credible, but still believed
the parrot was somewhat credible ($M=2.89$, 95% CI [2.63, 3.14]). Experiment 2 also suggested a linear trend in that subjects who were informed that the parrot was repeating the utterance “[husband] did it” believed the husband was more likely to be guilty than subjects who were not informed about a witness; however, this difference was not statistically significant. The linear trend suggests a larger sample size would allow for a more precise estimate of the true size of the effect (Cumming, 2014).

Experiment 2 also demonstrated that people believed the parrot's utterance “[husband] did it” was most likely to be a repetition unrelated to the crime. Given that people believed the utterance was a repetition, we adapted the utterance in Experiment 3 to a plausible phrase that could have been overheard. With these new utterances, Experiment 3 demonstrated that people can be persuaded by ambiguous utterances from less-than-credible sources, when making a judgement of guilt. Furthermore, we demonstrated that people, when presented with the parrot’s utterance, were more confident in their verdict when they believed that the husband was guilty, compared to people who believed the husband was not guilty. One explanation is that the utterance fits their belief that the husband murdered his wife. People’s increased confidence when rating the husband guilty suggests that people are in fact being persuaded by the parrot’s utterance.

Of course, there are at least three obvious caveats to these conclusions. First, across all three experiments, subjects were provided with only two pieces of information: The vignette and limited information about the witness. It is, therefore, plausible that our observed effect is reliant upon no other information being available. In a typical case, a jury would be presented with multiple pieces of information to consider before making a judgement of guilt. Because our subjects were presented with a very small amount of information, that information might have had more impact that it would have otherwise if more credible sources were available. Finally, it is also possible that subjects were encouraged to interpret the utterance as evidence, because the vignette told the subjects that the police had no evidence; but now have new information and want to consider it as evidence. As the police wanted to use the information as evidence, the subjects may have believed that the utterance should be considered as evidence. But the possibility that people were encouraged to believe the information is
evidence is a problem in real-world courtrooms as well. Individual factors such as personal experience and the situation in which people encounter ambiguous information can encourage people to interpret ambiguous information in a certain way (Duffy & Feist, 2014). Given that people would likely expect information provided in a courtroom to be evidence, we would expect that people would be encouraged to interpret ambiguous information as evidence when in a courtroom. Future research should focus on investigating the possible alternative explanation that the effect we found only exists because no other information was provided. In a courtroom, jurors will often review multiple pieces of information before being asked to make a judgement of guilt. Ideally, a future study would manipulate the amount of information provided in the overall case to establish whether the effect observed in our experiments still hold when more credible sources are available.

The second caveat is that our experiments focused on a murder case. People often feel more pressure to resolve murders than less severe crimes and may have a bias to obtain a guilty verdict if given a reason to do so (Lundrigan et al., 2018; Wiener et al., 2006). Therefore, people may be willing to look more broadly for evidence and information to inform their judgement of guilt than they would typically when dealing with a less serious case. It is plausible that the effect observed in our experiments may reduce or fail to replicate in cases involving less serious crimes such as fraud and other white-collar crimes. Alternatively, we might plausibly see the opposite effect, in that people might engage in more systematic decision making when working on a higher-pressure case. We know that people are less likely to consider inadmissible evidence when judging more serious cases compared to less serious cases (Rind et al., 1995). Therefore, we may see people are more willing to consider an ambiguous utterance from a less-than-credible witness in cases involving less serious crimes. Regardless of the direction of the effect, future research could further investigate whether the effect replicates in less serious cases by manipulating the severity of the crime.

Finally, a critic might be concerned that we did not norm the ambiguity of our utterances. Although we are confident that “[husband] don’t” is a more ambiguous utterance than “[husband] don’t shoot”, we acknowledge that a critic could argue that the utterance “[husband] don’t shoot” is not ambiguous and that there are few opportunities in which a parrot would overhear this phrase, and
therefore, we are not really manipulating ambiguity. But our finding observed in Experiment 3, that people can be persuaded by ambiguous statements from less-than-credible sources, does not support that idea as we found people were still persuaded by the highly ambiguous utterance “[husband] don’t” compared to the control condition.

These findings have implications for work in other literatures. First, our finding that people can be persuaded by ambiguous statements from less-than-credible sources extends our current knowledge of how people interpret ambiguous information. The literature on ambiguous information suggests that people often fail to recognise ambiguity, and that people will interpret ambiguous statements through their own experiences and beliefs (Dearing & Gotlib, 2009; Lau et al., 2011; Wylie et al., 2019). Our finding provides evidence that people will interpret and be persuaded by ambiguous statements regardless of the credibility of the source. This finding also expands on the body of research which suggests that people will be persuaded by information that they objectively should not such as inadmissible evidence and pretrial publicity (Daftary-Kapur et al., 2010; Daftary-Kapur et al., 2014; Kaufmann et al., 2003; Nitschke et al., 2019; Ruva et al., 2007; Ruva & Guenther, 2015, 2017; Schuller et al., 2010; Steblay et al., 2006; Steblay et al., 1999). Our finding shows that people can also be influenced by information from a source that they do not consider credible.

Second, our finding that people are more confident of their judgement when a less-than-credible witness supports their belief is consistent with the Story Model and predecisional bias literature. We know from the Story Model that people will construct their own stories when assessing information and judge which story is most likely to be correct (Pennington & Hastie, 1992, 1991). We also know from the predecisional bias literature that people are less critical of information that fits with their preferred story (DeKay, 2015; Russo, 2014; Taber & Lodge, 2006). Our finding supports that literature as we found evidence that people who constructed a story of murder in which the husband was guilty were more confident in their decision when the parrot was repeating an ambiguous utterance. The increased confidence in judgement suggests that people’s confidence was bolstered by the parrot’s utterance, despite the fact that the utterance was ambiguous and from a less-
than-credible source. Therefore, it is plausible that the reason people were less critical of the information is because it supported their story that the husband murdered his wife.

Finally, we found that people rated the parrot as more credible when the utterance was less ambiguous. This finding expands upon the a growing body of literature which suggests that people will consider non-credibility related cues when assessing credibility (Jiang et al., 2020; Kaufmann et al., 2003; McCarthy Wilcox & NicDaeid, 2018; Nitschke et al., 2019; Price & Stone, 2004; Sah et al., 2013). We have evidence that people will consider a witness’s statement when judging credibility but this logic can lead to a circular argument, in which people believe that the parrot is more credible because the utterance fits their story, and therefore, their story is correct because the parrot is a credible witness.

Taken together, our and prior work suggests that courts need to be especially careful about what information is provided in a courtroom. If a witness provides an ambiguous response or statement in court, we need to ensure that the ambiguity of the statement is removed through further probing as people may assume the statement means one thing without realising that the statement is actually ambiguous and could mean another thing. We cannot expect jurors to monitor what information should and should not be used when making judgements of guilt. Ideally, we would ensure that the information being provided to the jury is clear and concise information from objectively credible sources. Obviously, this would not be practical, but regardless we need to consider what information is provided to the jury as we found that people may consider ambiguous information from less-than-credible sources.

Our research also has theoretical implications for our understanding of the relationship between credibility and judgements of guilt. Prior work suggests that people will first assess credibility to inform whether or not they will actually consider that source’s information (Brodsky et al., 2010; Goodman-Delahuntty et al., 2010; Voogt & Klettke, 2017; Voogt et al., 2020). But our research suggests that in the absence of credible sources, people will be persuaded by information from less-than-credible sources, even when the information is ambiguous. Jurors often are the final guard to ensure that the innocent are not unjustifiably charged with crimes they did not commit and that the guilty are held
accountable for their actions. We, therefore, need to ensure that we are not unintentionally corrupting that system by allowing less-than-credible sources or ambiguous information to inform jurors’ judgements. After all, we should never send someone to prison just because a little birdie told us to.
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Appendix A

Vignette

Experiment 1 and 2

Two weeks ago, Mr. [husband name] [last name] contacted the police, saying that he had come home from work at 6 pm to find his wife in the backyard, covered in blood and dead.

An autopsy showed that Mrs. [last name] had been shot in the chest, and had quickly bled to death sometime between 1 pm and 3 pm. The police found no evidence at the scene to link the murder to any specific person.

Parrot Condition

Recently, investigators learned that the Wilsons’ pet African Grey parrot, Leroy, had repeatedly been saying "[husband name] did it" since shortly after the murder occurred. Leroy was inside the house the day the crime occurred. Police now want to consider Leroy’s statement in their investigation.

Child Condition

Recently, investigators learned that the Wilsons’ 3-year-old step-son, Leroy, had repeatedly been saying "[husband name] did it" since shortly after the murder occurred. Leroy was inside the house the day the crime occurred. Police now want to consider Leroy’s utterance in their investigation.

Experiment 3

Two weeks ago, Mr. [husband name] [last name] contacted the police saying that he had come home from work at 6 pm to find his wife in the backyard, covered in blood and dead.

An autopsy showed that Mrs. [last name] had been shot in the chest, and had quickly bled to death sometime between 1 pm and 3 pm. A neighbor reported that [husband name] and his wife had been fighting the night before. The police found no evidence at the scene to link the death to any specific person.

Highly ambiguous condition

Recently, investigators learned that [husband name]’s pet African grey parrot, Leroy, had repeatedly been saying "[husband name], don’t" in the days following the death. Leroy was inside the house the day the death occurred. Police now want to consider Leroy’s utterance in their investigation.

Less ambiguous condition

Recently, investigators learned that [husband name]’s pet African grey parrot, Leroy, had repeatedly been saying "[husband name], don’t shoot" in the days following the death. Leroy was inside the house the day the death occurred. Police now want to consider Leroy’s utterance in their investigation.
Appendix B

Original CSAVCS items compared to adapted scale items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original CSAVCS (Voogt, Klettke, &amp; Mohebbi, 2017)</th>
<th>Adapted CSVCS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accuracy</strong></td>
<td><strong>Accuracy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. This child's version of events was not accurate</td>
<td>1. Leroy's utterance is accurate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. This child will be able to give an accurate description of what happened to police</td>
<td>2. Leroy is able to give an accurate description of what happened to police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. This child's memory for events was accurate</td>
<td>3. Leroy's memory for the event is accurate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. There was consistency within this child's version of events</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. There were inconsistencies in this child's report</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Believability</strong></td>
<td><strong>Believability</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. This child's report was believable</td>
<td>1. Leroy's utterance is believable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. This child was not believable</td>
<td>2. Leroy is not believable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. This child's report was credible</td>
<td>3. Leroy's utterance is credible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. This child was not a credible witness</td>
<td>4. Leroy is not a credible witness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Competency</strong></td>
<td><strong>Competency</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. This child was able to provide a competent account of events</td>
<td>1. Leroy has the capacity to provide a competent account of events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. This child is not a competent witness</td>
<td>2. Leroy is not a competent witness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. This child had a good memory for the events</td>
<td>3. Leroy has a good memory for the event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reliability</strong></td>
<td><strong>Reliability</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. This child is reliable</td>
<td>1. Leroy is reliable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. This child is dependable</td>
<td>2. Leroy is dependable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. This child's account of events can be depended upon</td>
<td>3. Leroy's account of events can be depended upon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. This child's memory of the event is likely to be unreliable</td>
<td>4. Leroy's memory of the event is likely to be unreliable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Truthfulness</strong></td>
<td><strong>Truthfulness</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. This child was telling the truth about these events</td>
<td>1. Leroy would tell the truth about this event if he had the language ability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. This child's disclosure of what happened to her is truthful</td>
<td>2. Leroy's disclosure of what happened is truthful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. This child was honest</td>
<td>3. Leroy is honest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. This child's report was provided honestly</td>
<td>4. Leroy's utterance is provided honestly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. This child is trustworthy</td>
<td>5. Leroy is trustworthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. I would trust a typical child of this age to be telling the truth</td>
<td>6. I would trust a typical child of this age/parrot of this species to be telling the truth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. I believe the event occurred</td>
<td>7. I believe the event occurred as Leroy said</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Experiment 2 preregistration — https://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=mp7xu9

CONFIDENTIAL - FOR PEER-REVIEW ONLY

Non-Human Witness V3 Sept 2019 (#28133)

Created: 09/19/2019 02:26 PM (PT)
Shared: 07/19/2020 06:39 PM (PT)

This pre-registration is not yet public. This anonymized copy (without author names) was created by the author(s) to use during peer-review.
A non-anonymized version (containing author names) will become publicly available only if an author makes it public. Until that happens the contents of this pre-registration are confidential.

1) Have any data been collected for this study already?
No, no data have been collected for this study yet.

2) What's the main question being asked or hypothesis being tested in this study?
To what extent do people believe a parrot is a credible witness, relative to a 3-year-old child?

3) Describe the key dependent variable(s) specifying how they will be measured.

Credibility: We will measure subjects’ perceived credibility of the witness using an adapted version of the Child Sexual Assault Victim Credibility Scale (CSAVCS) (Voogt, Kletke & Moheni, 2017). Each item has been adapted to apply to both a parrot and child witness. We will use a 7-point Likert scale (1 = Not at all, 7 = Completely) to measure each item. We will calculate subscale scores as DVs.

Witness attempting to communicate: Subjects will be asked to rate the statement “Mr [husbands name] shot his wife” using a 6-point Likert scale (1 = Definitely not, 6 = Definitely).

Witness attempting to communicate: Subjects will be asked to rate the following statements on a 6-point Likert scale (1 = Definitely not, 6 = Definitely).

[Witness] is attempting to communicate his own independent thoughts related to the shooting.

[Witness] is attempting to communicate his own independent thoughts related to the shooting.

[Witness] is repeating something he heard related to the shooting.

[Witness] is repeating something he said that is not unrelated to the shooting.

Relevance: Subjects will also be asked to rate the statement: “Leroy’s utterance is relevant to the investigation” using a 7-point Likert scale (1 = Not at all, 7 = Completely).

4) How many and which conditions will participants be assigned to?
Three between-subjects conditions: Subjects will be assigned to one of three witness conditions (Parrot, Child, or Control) randomly. Subjects will first read a vignette. The vignette describes a husband finding his wife shot and dead in the backyard. Additionally, the vignette states that the investigators currently have no leads or suspects. Subjects in the parrot and child condition will be informed that “Leroy” (either a parrot or child) is repeating a particular utterance (for example, “Paul did it”). Subjects in the control condition will not be informed about a witness.
We will counterbalance whether subjects complete the guilt rating or credibility ratings first. Subjects will rate what the witness is trying to communicate after the guilt and credibility ratings.

5) Specify exactly which analyses you will conduct to examine the main question/hypothesis.
We will conduct a between-subjects one-way ANOVA, and post-hoc tests, on subjects’ rating of husband’s guilt with witness type (child, parrot, control) as a between-subjects factor.
We will conduct a between-subjects Hotelling’s two sample T2 test with witness type (child, parrot) as a between-subject factor and the credibility subscales as dependent variables.
We will conduct a between-subjects independent t-test on each of the witness attempting to communicate items with witness type (child, parrot) as a between-subjects factor.

6) Describe exactly how outliers will be defined and handled, and your precise rule(s) for excluding observations.
We will exclude from analyses the data from subjects who:
Do not complete the survey.
Fail the attention check.
Are inconsistent on the reversed questions.
Are incorrect about who Leroy is.

7) How many observations will be collected or what will determine sample size? No need to justify decision, but be precise about exactly how the number will be determined.
We will collect data until we have complete, useable responses from 300 Mechanical Turk workers (~100 per condition).

8) Anything else you would like to pre-register? (e.g., secondary analyses, variables collected for exploratory purposes, unusual analyses planned?)

Available at https://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=mp7xu9
AS PREDICTED

We will run the credibility analysis with and without the truthfulness subscale.
As an attention check, we will ask the subjects who "Leroy" (the witness) is and will include an attention check question in the credibility scale. We will run all analyses both with and without excluding subjects who failed the attention check.
Experiment 3 preregistration — https://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=di49bf

CONFIDENTIAL - FOR PEER-REVIEW ONLY

Non-Human Witness V4 Feb 2020 (#34880)

Created: 02/02/2020 12:30 PM (PT)
Shared: 07/19/2020 06:41 PM (PT)

This pre-registration is not yet public. This anonymized copy (without author names) was created by the author(s) to use during peer-review. A non-anonymized version (containing author names) will become publicly available only if an author makes it public. Until that happens the contents of this preregistration are confidential.

1) Have any data been collected for this study already?
No, no data have been collected for this study yet.

2) What's the main question being asked or hypothesis being tested in this study?
When a parrot’s utterance includes the name of the husband in a murder case, to what extent does the ambiguity of the utterance affect people’s judgements about the husband’s guilt?
We hypothesise that when the utterance is less ambiguous, people will be more likely to rate the witness as credible and the husband as guilty than when the utterance is more ambiguous or when there is no utterance.

3) Describe the key dependent variable(s) specifying how they will be measured.
Witness credibility: We will measure subjects’ perceived credibility of the witness using an adapted version of the Child Sexual Assault Victim Credibility Scale (CSAVCS) (Voight, Kleitke & Mohebbi, 2017). We have adapted each item to apply to a parrot. Subjects will respond to each scale item using a 7-point Likert scale (1= Not at all, 7= Completely). We will use the mean of these 21 items as the witness credibility score.
Husband’s guilt: Subjects will be asked to rate:
Judicial guilt: “With regard to the crime of Mrs. [last name]’s murder, I think that Mr. [first name] [last name] is [(guilty/not guilty)].”
Confidence in guilt rating: “How confident are you in your judgement that Mr. [first name] [last name] is [(guilty/not guilty)]” (1= not at all confident, 7= completely confident).%
Likelihood of guilt: “How likely is it that Mr. [first name] [last name] shot his wife? (1= very unlikely, 7= very likely)
Interpretation of utterance: Subjects will be asked to rate the following two statements on a 7-point Likert scale (1 = not at all, 7 = completely).
“I believe the [witness]’s utterance is something he overheard.”
“I believe the [witness]’s utterance is related to the murder.”

4) How many and which conditions will participants be assigned to?
Three between-subjects conditions: Subjects will be randomly assigned to one of three utterance conditions (high ambiguity, low ambiguity, no utterance). Subjects will first read a vignette. The vignette describes a husband who claims he found his wife shot and dead in the backyard. Additionally, the vignette states that the police found no evidence at the scene to link the death to any specific person. Subjects in the “low ambiguity” condition will be informed that “Leroy” is repeating the utterance “[husband’s name], don’t shoot”. Subjects in the “high ambiguity” condition will be informed that “Leroy” is repeating the utterance “[husband’s name], can’t’. Subjects in the “no utterance” condition will not be informed about an utterance.

5) Specify exactly which analyses you will conduct to examine the main question/hypothesis.
Following the estimation approach (Cumming, 2017) we will conduct a difference in proportions comparison between each of the three conditions (high ambiguity, low ambiguity, no utterance) on subjects’ selection of the husband’s judicial guilt (guilty/not guilty).
Following the estimation approach (Cumming, 2014) we will conduct planned comparisons between each of the three conditions (high ambiguity, low ambiguity, no utterance) on subjects’ rating of the husband’s likelihood of guilt.
We will conduct planned comparisons between each of the three conditions (high ambiguity, low ambiguity, no utterance) on subjects’ ratings of confidence of guilt “How confident are you in your judgement that Mr. [first name] [last name] is [(guilty/not guilty)]”.
We will conduct planned comparisons between each of the three conditions (high ambiguity, low ambiguity, no utterance) on subjects’ interpretation of utterance item “I believe the [witness]’s utterance is related to the murder.”
We will conduct planned comparisons between each of the three conditions (high ambiguity, low ambiguity, no utterance) on subjects’ interpretation of utterance item “I believe the [witness]’s utterance is something he overheard.”

6) Describe exactly how outliers will be defined and handled, and your precise rule(s) for excluding observations.
We will exclude from analyses the data from subjects who:
Fail to complete the survey.
Fail either of the attention checks.
Are incorrect about who Leroy is.

7) How many observations will be collected or what will determine sample size? No need to justify decision, but be precise about exactly how the number will be determined.
We will collect data until we have 200 subjects per condition after exclusions from Mechanical Turk workers.

8) Anything else you would like to pre-register? (e.g., secondary analyses, variables collected for exploratory purposes, unusual analyses planned?)
We will collect basic demographics.
As an attention check, we will ask the subjects who “Leroy” (the witness) is, and will also include an attention check question in the credibility scale.